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The single standard gauge line between West Footscray and Tottenham Junction was duplicated on 10 August 2008. This photograph
shows the new duplicated standard gauge lines at Tottenham Junction looking towards Sunshine. The extreme right hand line is the
standard gauge main line, then the standard gauge local line, and the third  track under the signal bridge is the PN siding. To the left
of the signal bridge the first track is out of use, and the next track is the broad gauge Up Independent track. The signal bridge carries the
Down Home signals at Tottenham Junction for the main line and the local line. Post TOT18, the left hand doll of the signal gantry, leads
from the standard gauge local line to either the dual gauge line to Brooklyn (and Adelaide) or the NE standard gauge line to Sydney. It
only displays medium speed aspects, however, moves out of the local line towards Sydney are over a high speed turnout suitable for 80
km/h running, while moves towards Brooklyn are over normal turnouts suitable for 40 km/h running. Consequently, an illuminated
�80� indication is provided to qualify the medium speed aspect. The �80� is only illuminated when the route is set towards Sydney, and
is extinguished when the route is set towards Brooklyn. Feather type route indicators are also provided to further emphasise the route
set. TOT4, on the right for moves from the main line, has no such complications. The normal speed aspect is for moves to the Sydney
line, while the medium speed aspect is for moves to the Brooklyn line with a 40 km/h speed restriction. Underneath the signal bridge can
be seen TOT28, which applies to moves from the PN Siding. This also does not require an �80� indicator as all moves are restricted to 40
km/h out of the siding. TOT28 has arrow type route indicators instead of the feather type used on TOT18. No low speed light is provided
in any of these signals as all they all lead onto single lines. On the left can be seen the two Home signals leading from the broad gauge
Down Independent Track and Tottenham Yard. Photograph Rod Williams.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY 18 JULY 2008,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: - W. Brook, B. Cleak, G. Cleak, G. Cumming, G. Dunn, V. Findlay, R. Gomerski, J. Gordon, W. Johnston, K.
Lambert, D. Langley, S. Malpass, B. McCurry, A. McLean, T. Murray, T. Penn, B. Sherry, A. Wheatland &
R. Whitehead.

Apologies: - C. Gordon, G. O�Flynn, L. Savage, P. Silva & S. Turnbull.
Visitor: - Mark Bau & Michael Formiani.

The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:15 hours.
Minutes of the May 2008 Meeting: - Accepted as read.  A. Wheatland / W. Johnston.  Carried.
Business Arising: -  Tom Murray asked about the cost of hiring the meeting room.  Current hire rates were
provided.
Correspondence: -  Invoice from Local Community Insurance Services for public liability insurance.
Payment for public liability insurance sent to Local Community Insurance Services.
Letter from Victrack Access advising of rent increase for rooms at Seymour. Letter to Victrack Access
accepting rent increase for rooms at Seymour. Invoice from Victrack Access for rent for rooms at Seymour.
Payment for rent for rooms at Seymour sent to Victrack Access.
Annual return sent to Corporate Affairs Victoria.
Letter from V/Line Regional Network and Access advising that V/Line has restricted access to non public
assets because of security and safety legislation (ie they will not permit us to visit V/Line signal boxes).
S. Malpass / V. Findlay.  Carried.

Reports: - Tours.  Glenn Cumming noted the lack of progress organising a tour of signal boxes at Wodonga.
Market Street Project.  Bill Johnston advised that working bees will resume this coming Sunday at 10:00 at Newport.
General Business: - David Langley congratulated Chris Gordon on recently becoming a father.

Glenn Cumming advised that the points at Winchelsea will be removed on 26 & 27 July.  Signals will
remain.  A block point will be established at Moriac.
Work at Camperdown to convert mechanical signals to LED and remove plunger locking on the points is
scheduled for the next few weeks.
Bob Whitehead reported that the junction for the Dookie Line at Shepparton will be moved further out &
the Oil Siding will be removed.
The junction points for the Cobram Line at Strathmerton were removed on 24 June 2008.
Points at both ends of Tallygaroopna were removed on 8 July 2008.
Points at one end of Wungnhu were removed on 24 June 2008 & the siding converted to a dead end
siding.
Keith Lambert advised that Bell would be remotely controlled from Epping in November 2008.
The control panel at Epping is scheduled to be upgraded to PC based equipment.
Keith Lambert noted that the new Spencer Street No.1 Signal Box is now wearing the name board off the
old signal box.
Power signalling is expected to replace staff working between Greensborough - Eltham - Hurstbridge in
18 months.
At Springvale, the points at the Down end leading to the former Cemetery Siding will be removed in
August 2008.
Bill Johnston described a different style of marker light on automatic signals on the SG Line at
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Broadmeadows.
Bob Whitehead provided an update on works on the North East SG Line with a description of progress on
the SG crossing loops at Kilmore East and Tallarook.
Bob Whitehead gave a description of proposed works at Seymour including an additional platform on the
Western side of the yard with direct access to Station Street.
Rumours are circulating that the Oaklands Line will be converted to SG.  Funding is being sought for this
project.
Vance Findlay asked for an update on ARTC works between Junee - Albury.  It was noted that the
extended crossing loop at Bomen is now in service.
LED signal conversion works on the Sandringham Line is scheduled for this weekend.
Brett Cleak advised that commissioning of the signalling works between West Footscray - Tottenham
Loop will commence in two weeks for a duration of two weeks.
A new platform is being provided at Wendouree.  New signals & a �Microlok� interlocking will be
provided at Linton Junction.  This will be the first installation of a Microlok on the V/Line network.
Andrew McLean asked if any of the V/Line �N� class locos can do 130 km/h.  Not yet.
Three x five car �N� sets will be converted to SG.
A question was asked as to where the 4D train could run?  Lilydale, Belgrave, City Loop, Newport
Workshops, Bunyip.  Any others?
Andrew Wheatland reported on works at Puffing Billy.  The crossover at Clematis is being worked on.
During a recent storm, the Up Outer Home Signal at Belgrave NG was struck by a 12" diameter tree
causing damage to the signal.  The post was shortened and the arm carrier replaced during repairs.  A
replacement post will be provided at a later date.

Syllabus Item: -  The President introduced member Keith Lambert to present the Syllabus Item. Keith presented a
collection of 20 slides from Victoria in the form of a �Where is it?� type quiz. The slides were from the
collections of Keith and Alan Jungwirth & featured a variety of locations, both country and metropolitan,
and from different decades. The meeting was given ample opportunity to view the slides & deduce,
estimate or just plain guess the location of each slide, with each slide receiving the mandatory apprecia-
tive comments. David Langley top scored with a few other members also scoring very well. The presenta-
tion was thoroughly enjoyed by those present at the meeting, probably more for the great collection of
slides rather than being able to identify all the locations. At the completion of the Syllabus Item, The
President thanked Keith for the entertainment & this was followed by acclamation from those present,
along with the promise of a future invitation to do it all again at a future meeting.

Meeting closed at 21:56 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 19 September, 2008 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre,
Bedford Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 26/08 to WN 32/08 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

26.06.2008 North Melbourne, Arden St Sidings (TON 246/08, WN 26)
Commencing Thursday, 26.6., the points leading to the Mechanical Plant Sidings (John Holland) will be
clipped normal. Track Machine Operators must ensure that the point clip is removed prior to entering or
leaving the siding.

25.06.2008 Bell (SW 258/08 & 266/08, WN 26 & 27)
From Wednesday, 25.6., the panel will not be accessible due to building works.

27.06.2008 Kerang (SW 111/08, TON 249/08 & 250/08, WN 26)
On Friday, 27.6., the signal levers on the platform were booked back into use. The Up and Down end
main line points and Nos 2 and 3 Roads are again available for use. Kerang is an Intermediate Train Order
Station (when not attended) and an Attended Train Order Crossing Station (when attended). SW 104/08
and TON 230/08 are cancelled. Instructions were issued for terminating passenger trains at Kerang.

28.06.2008 Spencer St No 1 (SW 260/08, WN 26)
On Saturday, 28.6., the following alterations were carried out:
* Posts SST524 and SST528 were relocated 8 metres in the Down direction and the track circuits altered to

suit.
* Track circuit 598T in the Bank Siding was extended along No 2 Bank Siding to indicate trains on that

siding to the Box.
* The low speed aspects on SST585, SST589 and SST593 will automatically operate when the route is set

towards SST583 and thence to the Carriage Pit Road or to the Bank Sidings.
* Locking alterations to permit Homes 500, 502, or 520 (Metrol) to be cleared after a Down move has come

to a stand at Home 505 (Platform 7 North).
* Locking alterations to prevent the signaller at No 1 Box from giving No 7 Track control to Metrol until

Metrol has cancelled their track control.
* Locking alteration to Home SST507 to lock the Country Line when a route is set from SST507 to SST501

(standard gauge line)
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30.06.2008 North Bendigo Jn - Eaglehawk (SW 113/08, WN 26)
On Monday, 30.6., circuit alterations were carried out at Napier St (164.700 km), Weeroona Ave (165.028
km) and Thunder St (165.312 km)

(01.07.2008) Westall - Yarraman (SW 259/08, WN 26)
Signal diagram 75/07 replaced 129/06 as in service.

01.07.2008 Train Control, Flinders Power Network (TON 248/08, WN 26)
On 1 July 2008 at 0031 hours EST the Train Control for the Flinders Power Network between the Northern
Power Station (Port Augusta) and Stirling North, and Stirling North and Leigh Creek, will be transferred
from V/Line, Bourke St, to the Pacific National Train Control, Macquarie St, Parramatta.

02.07.2008 Mordialloc (SW 263/08, WN 27)
On Wednesday, 2.7., the baulk at the Down end of No 4 Siding was relocated 2.5 metres in the Up direc-
tion, and that for No 6 Siding 2 metres in the Down direction. The lengths of the sidings are now: No 4
(170 metres), No 5 (147 metres), and No 6 (147 metres).

06.07.2008 Frankston (SW 265/08, WN 27)
On Sunday, 6.7., Points 15 were returned to service.

(08.07.2008) Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 264/08, WN 27)
No 2B Track and Home SST528 have been returned to service. SW 237/08 is cancelled.

(08.07.2008) North Shore (TON 268/08, WN 27)
Circular TON 258/08 (Signalling of Trains) is cancelled.

(08.07.2008) Bell (SW 266/08, WN 27)
The panel is to remain switched out due to a damaged cable.

11.07.2008 Melbourne Yard - North Melbourne Storage Yard (TON 296/08, WN 29)
From Friday, 11.7., the North Melbourne Storage Yard will be available for track machine movements
when authorised by the Operations Co-ordinator Regional Network and Access. The yard remains
booked out of use for locomotive hauled trains and the points are clipped away from the yard. TON 41/08
is cancelled.

11.07.2008 North Melbourne - Arden St Sidings (TON 278/08, WN 28)
From Friday, 11.7., access to the sidings by track machines must be pre-arranged with the Operations
Coordinator Regional Network and Access. The siding is reserved for V/line passenger runarounds and
track machines or vehicles must not stable in Nos 1 or 2 Roads.

12.07.2008 Coburg (SW 267/08 & 280/08, WN 28)
On Saturday, 12.7., Down Controlled Automatic COB539 (situated at the Down end of the Down plat-
form) was converted to a Home signal. An LED illuminated letter �A� and post telephone were provided.
A low speed light was not provided. Diagram 35/08 (Flemington Bridge - Coburg) replaced 21/07.

14.07.2008 Warrnambool (SW 118/08, WN 27)
On Monday, 14.7., the Freight Shed Siding was abolished. The Annett locked points in No 1 Road and the
rodded derail and crowder were abolished.

20.07.2008 Spencer St (SW 274/08 & 275/08, WN 29)
On Sunday, 20.7., the following alterations were carried out.
* Crossover 467 between Nos 4 and 4A Tracks was commissioned.
* The interlocking between SST501 and 218 at Moonee Ponds Creek Jn was altered.
* The U5A detector on Points 497 was replaced by a HLX detector.
* The existing co-acting signal 301 located between Tracks 10 and 10A was replaced by a WRSA U2 style

co-acting signal located under the SPOT monitor on the platform
* Circuit alterations to prevent Home 548 (Track 8A) intermittently restoring to Stop
Amend Diagram 21/08 (Southern Cross, Passenger Lines)

20.07.2008 Elsternwick - North Brighton (SW 277/08, WN 29)
On Sunday, 20.7., the Westinghouse Tri-Colour LED signal units were replaced by United Group Tri-
colour TC2 LED units in the following signals: B313, B318, B323, B330, B341, B350, B357, B368, and B369.

21.07.2008 Violet Town (SW 121/08, WN 28)
From Sunday, 20.7., to Monday, 21.7., flashing lights and boom barriers will be provided at Erreys Rd
(177.179km) on the Down side of Violet Town. Operation of the boom barriers will be by a level crossing
predictor. Trains travelling at more than 50 km/h at the predictor board may increase their speed, but
other trains must hold a steady speed until the level crossing. Remote monitoring equipment will be
provided. Signalling diagram 152/08 (Euroa - Baddaginnie) replaced 138/07.

(22.07.2008) Kilmore East, Dysart - Seymour (SW 123/08, WN 29)
A dedicated recorded radio channel has been provided for issuing Caution Orders. Operating Procedures
100, 100B, 101, 102, and 103 have been reissued.

23.07.2008 North Shore (TON 303/08, WN 30)
Only one train operator may operate in North Shore yard at any one time. The primary train operator in
North Shore yard is Pacific National, but other operators may obtain permission from V/Line Regional
Network and Access to operate in the yard.
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When ceasing operations in the yard the PN Area Coordinator, North Geelong Yard must advise the
Regional Signal Controller, Geelong. The Area Coordinator must also advise the expected time that PN
will commencing operations in North Shore yard. PN may stable locomotives in one of the dead end
sidings, and this is considered to be ceasing operations. Prior to PN recommencing operations, permission
to do so must be obtained from the Regional Signal Controller.
Other operators must not stable vehicles or locomotives in North Shore yard, except in private sidings and
then only if PN vehicles or locomotives are not blocked in.

24.07.2008 Westvic Siding - Dennington (TON 311/08 & 315/08, WN 30 & 31)
Commencing Thursday, 24.7., the line between 270.486 km and Dennington has been booked out of
service.

26.07.2008 Winchelsea (TON 291/08, WN 29)
On Saturday, 26.7., and Sunday, 27.7., the main line points will be abolished and the line straight railed.
No 2 Road was abolished.

26.07.2008 West Footscray - Tottenham Junction - Brooklyn - Newport (SW 125/08, WN 29)
From 2100 hours Saturday, 26.7., the signalling on the goods lines was abolished. The WestCAD located at
West Tower for operating West Footscray, Tottenham Junction, Brooklyn, and Sunshine was abolished. It
will remain in service, however, to operate Newport.
West Footscray
Homes 186, 188, and 192, Automatic M304, and Dwarf 5 were abolished. Homes WFS2, WFS14, WFS42,
and WFS44 were commissioned and secured at Stop.
Tottenham Yard
The existing two position Home signals 2G and 3G were replaced by three position Home signals. These
can only display Stop and Low Speed Caution.
Tottenham Junction
Homes 5G and 7G and Dwarf 12 were abolished. Homes TOT32, TOT34, and TOT36 were commissioned
and secured at Stop.

26.07.2008 Sunshine (SW 286/08, WN 30)
On Saturday, 26.7., Up Controlled Automatic SUN724 and Up Home SUN726 were converted to WRSA
LEDs.

27.07.2008 Camperdown (SW 124/08 & 127/08, WN 29)
On Sunday, 27.7., the plunger locking and mechanical home signals were replaced by electric point locks
and LED home signals.
The following equipment was abolished:
* Down Home A, Up Home J, and Down Home (light) M.
* Plunger locks at Points C (Up end) and H (Down end). The plunger locking was booked out of service on

Thursday, 24.7.
* All existing keyswitches and quadrants on the platform, and at Points C and H.
The following new equipment was commissioned:
* The Location Boards were relocated to be 2000 metres in the rear of the Home signals
* A Down (LED) Home Post 1 was provided located adjacent to the former Down Home A.
* The existing Up (light) Home B protecting Cressy Rd was converted to LED and renumbered Post 2
* Points C and H will be secured by an electric point lock and operated by the existing WSA levers. Four 3

position V5PSW keyswitches were provided at each set of points: one each for the arrival and departure
Home signals, one to release the electric point lock, and one to operate the level crossing. The keyswitches
to release the point lock have three indications: green (points normal and locked); yellow (points re-
verse); and white (point free). The keyswitches to operate the home signals have two indications: red
(normal) and green (reverse). The red light will flash if a timer is operating.

* The existing Down (light) Home J protecting Church St was converted to LED and renumbered Post 5
* An Up (LED) Home Post 6 was provided adjacent to the former Up Home J
* Three position V5PSW keyswitches were provided on the platform for Posts 1, 2, 5, and 6.
Operation of the Cressy Rd level crossing for Up trains will commence when the train passes the Down
end of the platform provided Post 2 is at proceed. If Post 2 is placed to proceed while a train is standing in
the platform, the signal will not clear until the flashing lights have been operating for 12 seconds. Simi-
larly, the approach for Church St commences at the Up end of the platform if Post 5 is at proceed, with the
same delay if the signal is cleared with the approach occupied. The speed through the curves at each end
of the platform is limitted to 65 km/h, and there are 80 km/h speed restrictions for down trains approach-
ing Micklejohn St, and for up trains approaching Church St.

27.07.2008 Wangaratta (SW 126/08, WN 29)
On Sunday, 27.7., flashing lights and boom barriers will be provided at Delloro Rd (227.380 km) on the Up
side of Wangaratta. Operation of the boom barriers for broad gauge trains will be by a level crossing
predictor. Trains travelling at more than 50 km/h at the predictor board may increase their speed, but
other trains must hold a steady speed until the level crossing. Remote monitoring equipment will be
provided.
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27.07.2008 Cranbourne (SW 288/08, WN 30)
On Sunday, 27.7., a turnout was provided in No 1 Track for the future stabling sidings. The turnout faces
Up trains. Amend Diagram 9/07 (Lyndbrook Loop - Cranbourne).

29.07.2008 North Shore (SW 128/08, WN 30)
On Sunday, 29.7., the switch locked points providing access to North Shore Yard at the Down end were
abolished. The electric switch lock, point indicator, and catch points were taken out of use. A baulk was
provided at the former catch points and shunting movements may shunt up to the baulks. Access to the
North Shore Yard is only available by Points 35 at the Up end of the yard. Amend Diagram 108/07 (North
Shore - North Geelong). (This was originally published in WN 26/08 to come into effect on 2100 hours
Sunday, 6.7.)

29.07.2008 Numurkah (SW 131/08, WN 30)
On Tuesday, 29.7., boom barriers were provided at the flashing lights at Saxton St (215.724 km) on the
Down side of Numurkah. Amend Diagram 42/07 (Congupna - Tocumwal).

30.07.2008 Charlton (TON 319/08, WN 31)
On Wednesday, 30.7., the Charlton Mill Siding was booked out of service due to the condition of the track.
The main line points are secured normal.

03.08.2008 Berwick (SW 291/08, WN 31)
On Sunday, 3.8., traffic light co-ordination was commissioned at Clyde Road.

(05.08.2008) North Geelong (TON 323/08, WN 31)
The East Yard is leased by V/Line Regional Infrastructure and is not used for the arrival or departure of
train services. Grain Siding X and Grain Sidings W (Nos 1 & 2 Tracks) have been booked out of service.
The points at each end of the yard are secured for the Wool Siding (the furthest track from the East Line).
The lead to the North and South Wharf sidings has been booked out and baulks provided on the Up side
of Dwarf GLG68.
The Wool Siding must be kept clear for the side tracking of through freight trains.

(05.08.2008) Euroa - Baddaginnie (WN 31)
Signalling diagram 152/08 (Euroa - Baddaginnie) replaced 138/07.

(05.08.2008) Congupna - Tocumwal (SW 133/08, WN 31)
Signalling diagram 74/08 (Congupna - Tocumwal) replaced 42/07. The major changes were the abolition
of the siding at Tallygaroopna, and the upgrading of Saxton St level crossing at Numurkah.

09.08.2008 Spencer Street No 1 Signal Box (SW 294/08, WN 32)
On Saturday, 9.8., the non-controlled Down Home FLX425 (Down East Country Line) became controlled
from Metrol and was renumbered FLX527. Signalling Diagram 37/08 (Southern Cross, Passenger Lines)
replaced 21/08.

10.08.2008 West Footscray - Tottenham Junction - Brooklyn - Newport (SW 135/08, 136/08, 138/08, & 293/08, WN
31 & 32)
On Sunday, 10.8., the standard gauge lines were duplicated between West Footscray and Tottenham
Junction. The dual gauge line from the Down end of Bunbury Street tunnel, the connections to Tottenham
Yard at West Footscray, Tottenham Junction, and the standard gauge line as far as Sunshine were
resignalled. Control over the non suburban broad gauge signalling at West Footscray, Tottenham Junc-
tion, Sunshine, Brooklyn, and Newport was transferred from West Tower to the Tottenham Area Signaller
at Centrol. The WestCAD system at West Tower was abolished and a VDU based system was provided at
Centrol. Signalling diagrams 27/08 (South Kensington), 29/08 (Footscray - Spotswood), 09/08 (West
Footscray - Tottenham), 25/08 (Sunshine) and 31/08 (Newport to Sunshine Loop Line) replaced 119/06,
01/07, 71/07, 71/06, and 112/07 (respectively).
A number of signals at West Footscray and Tottenham Junction are provided with theatre route indica-
tors. The indications displayed are: M (Main Line), L (Local line), Y (Yard), B (Brooklyn), and IG (Inde-
pendent Goods line). In addition �V� and �S� indicators are provided on signals on the dual gauge line
which lead to broad or standard gauge lines.
Signals on the ARTC main line (and the interface locations) are provided with signs on the post that show
who works the signal. Signals worked by ARTC have a sign �ADL�, while those worked by Centrol have
the sign �MEL�. Where signals may be worked by either ARTC or Centrol (depending on the lay of the
points) the signs are �ADL|MEL� or �MEL|ADL�
West Footscray
Homes WFS2, WFS14, WFS42, and WFS44 were commissioned.
The ARTC Victorian North East train controller operates the points and signals on the ARTC dual gauge
and standard gauge main lines. The NE train controller also works WFS42 and WFS44. The Tottenham
Area signaller operates the broad gauge points and provides a broad gauge release to the NE train
controller for broad guage moves from the Down dual gauge line to the Down independent goods lines or
Tottenham yard.
Tottenham Junction
Homes TOT20, TOT32, TOT34, TOT36, and TOT40 were commissioned.

Continued on Page 92
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More photographs of the new signalling associated with the standard gauge duplication between West Footscray and
Tottenham Junction. (Above) Automatic MGL57 is situated between Footscray and Middle Footscray immediately on
the Up side of Albert Street and controls moves towards West Footscray. It is the first automatic signal in Victoria to
display route indications. Immediately underneath the medium speed head �V� and �S� indicators are provided to indi-
cate whether the route is set for a broad (Victorian) or standard gauge move at West Footscray. The square theatre route
indicator underneath indicates  the route set at West Footscray: �M� for a move to the standard gauge main line, �L� for
the standard gauge local line, �IG� for the broad gauge Down Independent Track, and �Y� for Tottenham Yard. The
provision of route indicators on MGL57 gives sufficient warning for the Down Home at Tottenham WFS14. (Below).
Down Homes WFS14 and WFS2 control moves from the dual gauge lines to either the broad gauge Down Independent
Track, the broad gauge Tottenham yard, the standard gauge Local line, and the standard gauge Main line. The canti-
lever mast is situated between Middle Footscray and West Footscray (West Footscray station can be seen in the back-
ground). Like Automatic MGL157, the two home signals are equipped with �V� and �S� indicators and a theatre route
indicator showing �M�, �L�, �IG� and �Y�. The provision of a full home signal for set back moves from the Up Line
indicates the intention to bi-directionally signal the dual gauge lines from Melbourne. (Opposite Above) Up Homes
WFS4, 16 and 44 control moves from the standard gauge main line (left), the standard gauge local line (centre), and the
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broad gauge Up Independent Track (right) respectively at West Footscray. These posts are also fitted with theatre route
indicators which can display �M� for moves towards the Up line towards Melbourne. When the dual guage tracks are bi-
directionally signalled these signals will also show an �L�. (Below) Down Homes TOT2 (right) and TOT14 (right)
control moves along the standard gauge lines towards Tottenham Junction. As described on the front cover, the exit
from the local line to the NE line is a high speed turnout suitable for 80 km/h running. TOT14 consequently shows
reduce to medium speed with an 80 indicator when the route is set for a train to head towards Sydney. TOT14 is also
equipped with arrow type route indicators that provide advance indication of the route set at TOT18. Both TOT2 and
TOT14 have ground mounted co-acting signals. All photographs Rod Williams.
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(Above) Down Homes TOT32 and TOT36 control moves from the broad gauge Down Independent track and Tottenham
Yard towards Sunshine or Brooklyn. TOT32 is a ground mounted miniature home signal. These two signals are worked
by the Tottenham Area Signaller at Centrol for moves towards Sunshine, or by the ARTC Victorian NE train controller
for moves towards Brooklyn. (Below) Posts TOT8 and TOT 40 control Up moves from the NE standard gauge line (left)
and the broad gauge Up Independent Track (right) into Tottenham Junction. TOT8 shows an �80� illuminated sign
when the route is set over the 80 km/h diverge to the standard gauge local line, and the theatre route indicator at the
bottom of the mast can show �M� or �L�. All photographs Rod Williams.
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THE INTERLOCKING SYSTEM

Colin Rutledge has kindly forwarded the following article from the Melbourne Daily Telegraph, Monday 8 November
1886.

The invention of interlocking apparatus for railway work-
ing marks a distinct epoch in steam locomotion. The old
fashioned modes of hand points and semaphores, one inde-
pendent of the other, which until comparatively a few years
ago was the sole means of regulating and guiding railway
traffic, have now become obsolete wherever the traffic is
heavy or important.

It is not too much to say that if the interlocking system
had not been introduced it would now be absolutely im-
possible to cope with the ever-increasing railway traffic, and
the percentage of accidents would be at lease five-fold greater
than the present rate. No discovery since the introduction
of the locomotive has been of more importance to rail trav-
elling, and, strange to say, outside a few railway experts a
profound ignorance exists regarding the system to which
the public owe so much. Even the �Argus� in its issue of
last Wednesday, gravely informed its readers that the inter-
locking system had been suspended on Cup day, at Spen-
cer street station, in order to permit of greater dispatch in
the conveyance of passengers. If such a step had been taken
traffic would have been paralysed, and instead of the 100,000
persons, including country and suburban trains, which at a
rough estimate left and entered that station on the day in
question, without the slightest hitch or accident, nine-tenths
of them would have had to walk to the course.  So far from
suspending the interlocking system on such days, they are
the times when it is most needed. The �Argus� mistook the
�block� system for the interlocking. The Cup day of 1876
saw the introduction of the interlocking system to the Mel-
bourne yard, Mr. Philpot being the gentleman who super-
intended it, and who has continued to do so since holding
the position of signal engineer. Previous to that time, the
Spencer street terminus was styled the �slaughter-house�,
through the number of accidents which occurred there, but
partly owing to the new system, and partly to an extensive
scheme of improvement which has been initiated, the acci-
dents have become fewer as the years rolled on.

During those ten years interlocking gear has been ex-
tended very much on our railways, and with conspicuous
success, as not a single accident can fairly be attributed to it.
Mr Philpot may fairly take credit to himself for this result.
The system may shortly be described a centralisation of the
points and semaphores at certain places by means of rods
and wires which are attached to levers in the signal boxes,
so that quite a number of crossings and signals may be con-
trolled by one man. By means of an ingenious patent ar-
rangement, it is impossible for a signalman to lower the
semaphore arm to the �all right� unless the line has first
been fixed for it, as the different levers interlock and control
each other. It is in human nature to make mistakes occa-

sionally, but the interlocking gear is a check, and acts as a
mute sentinel over public safety. The prevalence of accidents
at level crossings has caused the Railway Commissioners to
turn their attention to the matter, and it has appeared in a
section of the Press that they �intend to seriously consider
the interlocking of gates on the suburban lines�. In point of
fact, the commissioners are considering nothing of the sort,
but Mr Philpot is now actively engaged locking the wicket
gates on suburban lines, which is a very different matter to
interlocking them. Interlocked gates mean that the large road
gates are opened and closed by the signalman from the box,
and they control the semaphore. In other words the sema-
phore arm cannot be lowered until the large gates are opened
to the railway. The wicket-gates are worked independently
by a separate lever. If they were not, an excessive block
would be caused to passenger traffic, as it would be neces-
sary to close them some little time before the arrival of the
train so as to allow the semaphore to be lowered.

There are sixteen interlocked gates on the Victorian rail-
ways, seven of them being on the suburban lines, viz. at
North Williamstown, Newport, Essendon, Toorak,
Elsternwick, Glenferrie, and Sandridge To prevent accidents
at the level crossings on the suburban lines, the wicket-gates
are being locked as rapidly as possible. This means that the
gatekeeper will be able to lock the wicket-gates against the
public whilst trains are passing, by means of a simple ar-
rangement designed by Mr. Philpot. The large gates will be
opened and shut in the usual way, and of course the sema-
phore will have nothing to do with them, as in the inter-
locking system. Already the Brighton line has locked wicket-
gates as far as Windsor, and the Williamstown, Essendon,
Coburg, Sandridge, St Kilda, Brighton, Oakleigh (as far as
Caulfield), and Hawthorn (as far as Camberwell) lines will
be locked as soon as possible. When this is done persons
will not be able to get on the line whilst trains are passing,
and it will undoubtedly result in a great saving of life. These
locked wicket-gates, which will no doubt prove thoroughly
effective, are altogether distinct from interlocked gates.

The interlocking apparatus used on the Victorian lines
is McKenzie and Holland�s patent, of Worcester, England.
There are only two other great makers of the apparatus in
the world, viz, Saxby, and Stevens. As showing its effec-
tiveness, it might be mentioned that the vast number of per-
sons who travelled on Cup day were carried without the
slightest hitch, and in much less time than a tenth of the
number could have been carried a dozen years ago. The in-
terlocking system, under Mr. Philpot�s management, has
been more successful in Victoria than in any other portion
of the world.
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SERVICETON 1889
Colin Rutledge has kindly forwarded the following correspondence. It was discovered in the files of the Victorian
Railways at the Public Record Office some time ago. The original is written on South Australian Railways letterhead.
Dated 21st January 1889 from Adelaide and addressed to R Ford Esq Railway Commissioner Victoria and received in
Melbourne the next day.

My Dear Sir,
You will be aware of the instructions issued by Mr.

Francis on the 20th November as to the new signalling ar-
rangements at Serviceton, and not having being submitted
to or approved by our Traffic Manager, your chairman upon
representation, agreed should not come into operation.

The proposed instructions have now been considered
by our Officers, and I cannot do better than sent you a copy
of the report I have received.

There are so many points of difference between our prac-
tice and that proposed to be introduced at Serviceton that
we are unable to agree to the issue of the proposed instruc-
tions as they now stand.

The alterations suggested, however, are so reasonable
that I have no doubt your Officers will agree with them and
that you will be prepared to act upon them.

If it should be desired or considered necessary shall be
quite willing for our Officers to meet yours for the purpose
of considering the matter on the ground.

I am yours faithfully

J H Smith
Chairman.

The attached report

We have the honor to state that in accordance with your
instructions we have this day examined the signal arrange-
ments at Serviceton which have been carried out by the Vic-
torian authorities and beg to report as follows.

Cabin A

The only special comment that we make upon the sig-
nals etc. worked from this cabin refers to the height and
position of the so called �Down Starting Signal� (marked
No.11). The bracket post carrying theses signals should be
erected in front of the FP lock bar and not opposite the points
as it is at present, drivers being warranted by rule to draw
up to the signal, and the engine would then be standing on
the parallel bar which could not therefore be moved.

We think these signals are much to high and would rec-
ommend that they be lowered as it would be difficult for a
driver to see them clearly when standing close by.

Cabin B

1. The one armed distant signal (marked No.1) should
be a two armed bracket post, the arms reading for �Narrow
Gauge� and �Broad Gauge� trains respectively.

2. The arms on signal post No.4 should be on separate
posts as it is evident that a light engine leaving the shed and
standing at this signal, without infringing the rules would
foul the narrow gauge main road, and might cause a seri-
ous collision. To remedy this we suggest that the arm con-
trolling the shed road be removed and re-erected on a sepa-
rate post at least 40 yards farther back from its present posi-

tion.
3. With regard to posts No.6 and 7 we do not think that

there is sufficient margin for safety in the arrangement of
the shunting discs to protect our narrow gauge trains leav-
ing the �Goods� for �Main� or vice versa. We recommend
that both these disc signals be placed further back from the
respective fouling points, and be erected on separate posts
or that ground signals be substituted.

General Remarks

We beg to call attention to the following features in the
general arrangement of signals interlocking gear we con-
sider should be altered.

Signals

1. The system of colours in use here is not in accord-
ance with that adopted by the South Australian Railways,
inasmuch as the signals exhibit a red light for �danger� and
a white light for �all right�- whereas ours is Red for �dan-
ger� and green for �all right�. The backlight in the signals
shews green when the arm is �on� and �white� when �off�-
whereas our back lights shew �white� when �on� and red
when �off�. We recommend that this be altered as it will be
most misleading to South Australian drivers who are ac-
customed to a uniform system of signals in force at all sta-
tions excepting Serviceton.

2. We notice that the �up� home signal (No.8) and
�down� signal (No.11) are erected in the same line of sight
and will be most confusing at night to drivers approaching
from Adelaide. The difficulty of discernment will be con-
siderably increased by the signals exhibiting a green
backlight - and the lenses being unusually large.

Terms �Up and �Down�
We would suggest that the terms �Up� and �Down� as

regards signals be omitted in the notices and in lieu thereof
the words �To and from Adelaide� and �To and from Mel-
bourne� be substituted, as what is recognised as �Up� on
one system is �Down� on the other, and vice versa.

FP Locks

We suggest that the two parallel bars of facing point locked
protecting the points leading from �Loop� to �Main� and
�Main� to �loop at the Adelaide end of the platform be
lengthened as they are at present only 18�6� and 21�6� long
respectively and are not of sufficient length for the wheel
base of the joint bogie rolling stock.

We have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,
Your Obed�t Servants.
Chas Wilkin, Eng-in Chief�s Dept.
John Hill, Loco Inspector
John Jackson, DS
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BAY ROAD
Bay Road signal box was opened on 22 April 1956 to divide
the Highett - Cheltenham double line block section. The box
was situated on the Down side of the line just to the north of
the Bay Road underbridge. It contained a 10 lever A pattern
frame and worked starting, home, and distant signals in
each direction.

The Commissioners had approved of the provision of
two block posts (at Patterson Road and Bay Road) in late
September 1954 and the Chief Civil Engineer duly instructed
the Senior Architect and the S&T Engineer to prepare plans
as soon as possible. The file contains a handwritten design
brief for the two boxes prepared by the Senior Architect.
Both boxes were to be of timber construction and be 14� by
14� internal dimension. While the box at Bay Road was on a
level site, that at Patterson was planed to be elevated on the
embankment and required a special substructure of heavily
braced red gum timbers. The boxes were planned to be
manned for 2 hours each day, and so �conveniences� were
to be provided. It was suggested that Patterson be sewered
with a closet at operating level, while Bay Road was to have
a separate septic closet. Heating was to be by electricity.
Provision of these two block posts was not covered by the
1954/5 Loan Act and a Treasurer�s Advance was required
to supply the initial funding. This was granted on 26 Octo-
ber 1954.

The 10 lever A pattern interlocking frame for Bay Road
was ordered from the Spotswood Workshops on 4 October
1954. Instructions for the work of constructing Bay Road
were issued on 4 December 1954 to the Line Supervisor,
Telegraph & Telephone Engineer, T&T Supervisor, S&T
Supervisor (Mechanical Construction), and S&T Supervisor
(Power Signalling Construction). Final costings were pre-
pared on 7 December 1954. These showed, among other
things, that the five signal posts (with fittings) would cost
£500, while the additional arm fittings for Post 7 would cost
£40. The frame would cost £275 and the block instruments
£200. The total cost (not including the box itself) would be
£2207.

The plan for the signalbox was signed by the Chief Civil
Engineer on 24 November 1954. The final plans for the block
post were handed to the Engineer of Special Works on 10
June 1955, and the plans were approved by the Transporta-
tion Branch on 11 July 1955. The box was constructed by
contract, probably in mid to late 1955. It appears that instal-
lation of the signalling equipment started in late 1955. The
work by the Power Signalling Supervisor was completed
on 12 April 1956, and the mechanical work on the 23 April
1956 (the day after the box opened). The communications
work was completed on 8 May 1956.

The final cost was considerably in excess of the original
estimate of £4000. The total cost was £5702, consisting of
signalbox £2703, signalling equipment £2817 and the elec-
tric lighting £182.

Bay Road was only open during the morning and
evening peak hours. I would suspect that it was manned
using staff from Cheltenham. In 1959 the block hours were
given as Monday - Friday 0705-0842 hours and 1525-1832
hours. These did not appear to change much over time, and
the block hours in May 1972, just before the box was abol-
ished, were almost identical.

In the late �60s and early �70s Bay Road was supervised
by the SM Highett. Every second Sunday, the station assist-
ant from Highett would go to Bay Road to change over the
TR books. Bay Road, however, was manned by Cheltenham
staff. The early shift was covered by a signal assistant who
would sign on at Cheltenham about 0630 and was allowed
about 20 minutes to walk to Bay Road. After the morning
peak, he would return to Cheltenham for the remainder of
the shift doing mainly goods and parcels work. In the after-
noon, the signalman who signed on about 1130 hours was
relieved at about 1500 hours and would then do the after-
noon peak at Bay Road.

The signalbox was abolished on 10 December 1972 when
three position automatic signalling was provided between
Highett and Cheltenham.

(Following pages). The drawings for the proposed signalbox at Bay Road. The final mechanical signalboxes erected in
Victoria were constructed to a simplified version of the interwar boxes. The galvanised gable roof with deep eaves on all
four sides was retained, as was the timber construction, and external staircase. The major difference was that continu-
ous glazing was not provided across the front of the box. Instead, windows were only provided at the corners of the box.
In the case of Bay Road, each window unit was 4�10� wide and contained a fixed and an opening window. Unlike
previous designs in which the opening window slide behind the adjacent fixed window, the windows in this box swung
open outwards. A second design difference was the use of asbestos sheeting above window level.

The foundation of Bay Road is of reinforced concrete, and it is interesting that the design did not include the
machine timbers. Presumably the frame was supported by a steel structure that was installed by the S&T department.
A toilet was provided on the ground floor underneath the stairs. This was fitted with a septic tank immediately behind
the box. At the operating floor level, the relatively small space required by the 10 lever frame can be noted. It would seem
that this box could have contained a 20 lever frame if required. On the back wall of the box is the Train Register desk and
telephones. On the northern wall two lockers were provided and a small table for meals. Note, however, that no provi-
sion was made for cooking.

Similar boxes were erected at Hearnes Oak (1948), Yallourn (1953), Somerton (1959), and Tottenham B (1964). It
is assumed that Patterson signalbox was identical to Bay Road. As Tottenham B was commissioned in 1964, while
Patterson signalbox was closed in 1961, it is quite possible that Totty B is, in fact, a relocated Patterson.

Source: Plan 832/54 �VR Highett - Cheltenham Proposed Signal Box near Bay Road�, VPRS 421/P0 Unit? File
54/10486 Reproduced with permission.
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CHELTENHAM

Passenger traffic at Cheltenham station commenced on 20
December 1881, the day after the offical opening of the line
to Mordialloc. Cheltenham was the largest town between
Caulfield and Mordialloc, however it was clustered around
what would become the Nepean Highway to the east of the
station. In 1883 the population was around 300, and the
township was noted as having a savings bank, money or-
der office, three hotels, four churches, a mechanics institute,
and two stores. A contract was gazetted on 17 February 1882,
almost immediately after opening, to Davies & Batty for the
erection of station buildings. The contract was for
£729/10/0 (although an extra £125/18/8 was subsequently
added to this price) and the buildings, which still survive
today, were erected on what is now the Down platform.

Cheltenham became a staff station when Staff and Ticket
working was introduced on the line sometime between 1
March 1882 and 3 April 1882. The staff sections were Highett
Road - Cheltenham - Balcombe (now Mentone). By this date
a crossing loop with Up and Down Home signals would
have been provided. A goods siding had been added by 1
December 1882 when Cheltenham was shown in the Serv-
ice Timetable as being open for light goods. On 30 May 1888
it was recorded that when the 5.20 pm Up goods was shunt-
ing at Cheltenham it hit a K truck (loaded with water tanks)
in the siding with such force that the truck ran out of the
siding, through the station gates, and along the line to about
half a mile beyond Mordialloc (the line falls almost continu-
ously between Cheltenham, 120 feet above the low water
mark, to Mordialloc, 13 feet above LWM).

The line between Caulfield and Mordialloc was dupli-
cated on 9 December 1888. Double line block working using
Winter�s instruments was provided with the sections re-
maining Highett Road - Cheltenham - Mentone. Starting
signals were provided shortly after the introduction of block
working on 31 January 1889, but distant signals were not
provided.

Diverting a little from railway topics, Cheltenham sta-
tion was served by a tramway from 1888 to around 1912. In
February 1888 the Shire of Moorabbin authorised the
Beaumaris Tramways Company Ltd to construct a single
track standard gauge horse tramway from Cheltenham rail-
way station via Beaumaris to Sandringham and operate it
on a 30 year lease. The portion of the tramway from Chel-
tenham to Ricketts Point, Beaumaris, was opened on 17 May
1888. The route was along Charman Road, commencing at
the station, then Balcombe Road, and finally along Tram-
way Parade to Beach Road. The tramline was extended to
Sandringham railway station along Beach Road on 4 June
1888. The section between Cheltenham and Beaumaris had
been closed by 1912, while the section between Beaumaris
and Sandringham in 1914. The Victorian Railways issued
through tickets for the tramway (including �round trip� tick-
ets allowing holders to travel by train to one end of the tram-
way and then return from the other end).

The 1898 General Appendix shows that Cheltenham had

trailing crossovers at the Up and Down end and was still
only equipped with home and starting signals. Minor
changes occurred on 10 May 1899. The Up Home was relo-
cated to a new post situated on the left hand side of the line
opposite its former position - it is likely that it was previ-
ously located on the same post as the Down Starting signal.
At the same time the quadrants working the Down Home
and Down Starting signals were relocated from the Up to
the Down platform. Presumably the quadrants working the
Up signals remained on the Up platform. Separating the Up
and Down signals in this way was unusual in Victoria, and
it is not clear why this occurred. It does suggest, however,
that the block instruments were in the Up side station build-
ings, even though the main station building was on the
Down side. The final change at this time was to connect the
wickets at the Charman Road hand gates to a small frame
located near the gatehouse.

On 12 January 1900 a contract was gazetted to F.E.
Shillabeer for £707/16/0 for the erection of wooden station
buildings on the Up platform.

Interlocking and electrification

Cheltenham was interlocked on 26 April 1912 when a 15
lever frame was provided in a signalbay on the Up plat-
form. At this time there was a goods siding (Siding A) situ-
ated on the Down side of the line with trailing connections
to both the Up and Down lines. At the Down end of Siding
A was a dock. A refuge siding (Siding B) trailed into the Up
line and ran behind the Up platform. Park Road crossed
both sidings, and it was unusual in Victoria to have the goods
loading area separated into two sections in this way. The
points at the Up end of the sidings were too far away from
the signalbay to be worked from the frame and crosslocked
ground levers were provided. It appears that the only change
to the signals with interlocking was the provision of Up and
Down distants (although the Up Starting had been relocated
100 yards further out in the week prior to the interlocking
being commissioned).

On 27 April 1922 Post 3 was relocated 62 yards further
out and converted to a lop bracket post. This was probably
related to the installation of the overhead for the electrifica-
tion. The overhead was made alive  in the week ending 30
May 1922, and the new electric service to Mordialloc com-
menced on 6 June 1922. At this time only the main lines and
the Down end crossover were wired. The goods siding (Sid-
ing A), Up end crossover, and Up refuge (Siding B) were
not wired as the goods service continued to be worked by
steam.

Interlocked gates at Charman Rd

On 21 May 1924 the hand gates at Charman Road were re-
placed by interlocked gates worked from a new signalbox
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erected on the Up side of the line. The box contained a 26
lever A pattern frame with 11 spaces. No change was made
to the signalling at Cheltenham apart from the provision of
the interlocked gates and wickets, although the posts were
renumbered.

At the end of January 1925 an Annett lock was provided
on the lever working the unwired Up end crossover. The
loose Annett key was normally kept locked up, and this was
to help ensure that the crossover was not used lightly to
shunt electric trains. A telephone had been provided between
the siding and the signalbox to assist in shunting in late
December 1925.

In March 1925 an anonymous letter was sent to the rail-
ways alledging irregular working of the signals at Chelten-
ham. A block and signal inspector was instructed to report
on the allegations. It was found that the Up starting and
Down home signals were not being restored to stop
promptly behind trains. The two signalmen concerned were
delaying between 90 seconds and (in one case) three min-
utes. The standard expected of signalmen was one minute,
and the signalmen were cautioned.

Approval to wire the goods sidings on the Frankston
line was given in 1929 in preparation for operating the goods
service using the new electric locomotives 1102 to 1111 (these
locomotives were placed in running between April 1929 and
December 1929). At Cheltenham this involved wiring Sid-
ing A (except for the dead end at the Down end), Siding B,
and the crossover at the Up end. The relevant overhead wir-
ing was brought into use in mid November 1929.

The Moorrabbin Shire Council formally requested in
August 1934 that the Park Road gates be left open to road
traffic after the last train each night (i.e be priviledged). As
these gates were already �priviledged�, enquires eventuated.
These showed that the former examining officer (W. Pigott)
had given verbal instructions rescinding the priviledged
status. As the reasons why Pigott had given his verbal in-
structions �no longer applied to the same extent� (unfortu-
nately, the reasons were not given) it was recommended
that the verbal instructions be cancelled.

The gatekeeper at Park Road was provided with con-
trols over the Down Home (Post 9) and Up Departure Home
(Post 10) on 8 June 1937. At the same time, electric bell com-
munication with return ringing facilities was provided be-
tween the signalbox and the gatekeeper so that the signal-
man could announce the trains to the gatekeeper. The gate-
keeper, however, did not control the Up and Down distant
signals and it was consequently possible for the distants to
be at clear with the home signal protecting the gate to be at
stop. This occasionally happened. In June 1944, for exam-
ple, a Down Frankston train found the distant off and the
home on. The Rollingstock Branch suggested that the Gate-
keeper also control the distants, but the Gatekeeper was
found to be at fault and instructions were issued. In July
1963, the Rollingstock Branch again complained about ir-
regular operation of the signals. In this case the Signalmen
were instructed to carefully check that the controlled signal
had cleared before operating the Distant signal. Returning

to 1938, the working of Park Road gates was transferred
from the Traffic branch to the Way and Works branch on 27
May.

In December 1939 the General Superintendent of Trans-
portation noted that the Up end crossover and connection
to the goods siding (Siding A) were due for renewal and
queried whether it was worthwhile to retain the connec-
tion. It was noted that the connection had been provided in
1908, but the goods traffic at Cheltenham was now negligble
and there was rarely any loading in the Up direction. The
Metropolitan Superintendent and District Engineer then
jointly recommend the removal of the Up end connections
to Siding A in January 1941. The Up end crossover and con-
nection to the goods yard were duly abolished on 1 July
1941, together with the two lever ground frame. It appears
that Crosslock lever 10 was not removed from the frame
until 6 August 1941.

A suggestion was made to the Betterment Board in Au-
gust 1934 that the points to Siding B be connected to the
interlocking frame. This was declined as the points were
too far from the box to be worked from the frame and it was
not considered desirable to shorten the siding. It was noted
that the siding was used about once a week for sidetracking
a train, and there was no difficulty in working the siding as
there was always two adult staff on duty. A further report
on Siding B in May 1940, apparently in conjunction with
the Park Road gates, noted that the siding was rarely used,
but a reduction in length to start on the Down side of Park
Road would reduce its capacity to 20 vehicles - which was
too short to be useful. The Traffic Branch considered that
the refuge might be required in future years due to the con-
siderable development on the line. Separate gates for the
main line and the siding were recommended and this was
duly approved by the commissioners in March 1941.

The telephone located 95 yards on the Down side of Post
9 (probably that provided in December 1925) was relocated
to the Up side of the line near Post 8 in late October 1941
after a suggestion by the Metropolitan Superintendent. On
8 November 1941 the General Superintendent of Transpor-
tation was requested to arrange for a fog signalman for Post
8.

In late December 1941 a Down Starting signal was rec-
ommended to improve the running of Down trains and to
prevent delays to road traffic at Charman Road. The cost
was estimated at £115. By late February 1942 the recommen-
dation had firmed to the provision of a 20 foot post located
1090 feet in advance of Post 11 and 728 feet from the crosso-
ver. It was never, however, provided.

The selector telephone used to communicate with the
train controller was relocated from the station office to the
signalbox in late March 1946. This had been recommended
by the Metropolitan Superintended in January 1946 as the
phone in the office was only used to provide information
on the working of the goods trains. The Chief Train Con-
troller suggested providing a second selector phone in the
signalbox, but as this would cost £150 versus £9 for reloca-
tion, the idea was not entertained. Much later, in December
1965, the SM suggested that the selector telephone be moved
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back to the station office. His argument was that all the train
running information had to be relayed via the signalman
and this was unsatisfactory during a disruption to the train
service. The relocation was recommended, but whether it
was carried out is not known.

In August 1947 it was noted that the Home on Post 10
did not have a back blinder, even though the signal was
controlled by the gatekeeper. This prompted a review of
similar signals at other locations.

In May 1942 the Metro Superintendent suggested that
now the Up end connections to the goods yard had been
removed, Down Home Post 9 could be relocated further in
to improve the signalman�s view of the arm. A new post

182 yards closer to the signalbox was provided on 24 De-
cember 1942. A repeater was requested for the Home in
December 1954 as it was still difficult to see the backlight. It
was considered particularly important as the arm was con-
trolled by the gatekeeper and the aspect had to be checked
carefully. It is not known if a repeater was provided.

Post 10 was renewed in situ on 22 March 1952, and Post
7 on 20 December 1955.

The Moorabbin Shire was constructing a footpath on the
north side of Park Road in late 1952 and requested the rail-
ways to provide wicket gates on that side of the road at the
hand gates in October 1952. It appears that these gates were
provided.

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

(continued from Page 79)

The ARTC Victorian North East train controller operates the standard and dual gauge points and signals.
The Centrol Tottenham Area signaller operates the broad gauge points and signals, including Points 35
leading towards Brooklyn, except that TOT32 and TOT36 are worked by the ARTC Melb Metro train
controller for moves towards Brooklyn.
The ARTC Victorian North East train controller provides the following releases:
* a grade crossing release to the Tottenham Area signaller for all moves along the broad guage lines.
* slot release to the ARTC Plains CTC train controller for any move from Brooklyn to Tottenham Junction.
The ARTC Plains CTC train controller provides a release to the NE train controller for movements to-
wards Brooklyn (i.e. TOT4, TOT18, TOT28, TOT32, and TOT36).
The Centrol Tottenham Area signaller provides a slot release to the NE train controller for TOT20 for
broad gauge movements arriving from Brooklyn.
Brooklyn
The local panel at Brooklyn was retained and may be operated locally when a release is given by the
Centrol Tottenham Area signaller.
Operating Procedures
Operating Procedures 15 (Sunshine - Brooklyn - Newport), 20 (Brooklyn Apex Siding), 21 (Tottenham
Gravitation Yards), and 22 (West Footscray - Sunshine Broad Gauge Goods Lines) were re-issued to reflect
the changed working.

10.08.2008 Springvale (SW297/08, WN 32)
On Sunday, 10.8., Siding B (the former Springvale Cemetery line) was abolished. Points 55 and 57 were
removed. Dwarfs 56 & 58 were abolished. Amend Diagram 75/07 (Westall to Yarraman).

10.08.2008 Yarraman - Dandenong (SW 298/08, WN 32)
On Sunday, 10.8., Automatics D906, D919, and D920 were converted to United Tri-colour TC2 LED heads.

(12.08.2008) Maribrynong River Goods Line (SW 299/08, WN 32)
This line has been booked out of service due to the condition of the track. Points 661, 662, and 670 have
been booked out of use, with Points 661 and 662U being secured normal.

(To be continued)


